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Product Specification

Less stress. 
Less emissions.
Hassle-free journey planning 
and payment for car parks,  
EV charging points and more.
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Mobile app
Developed for both iOS and Android, the user experience, 
as far as possible, is consistent across both platforms. Some 
aspects of the user interfaces have also been designed to 
appear consistent with each platform’s operating system.

Platform infrastructure
The mobile application relies heavily on servers connected to the 
internet to acquire and store data regarding the charging network, 
the location of the chargers, the user’s profile, and their charging 
history. In some circumstances, the mobile application caches the 
data locally to limit data transfer and allow operation (in a limited 
capacity) should the device temporarily lose internet access.

The server-side infrastructure has been developed on top of Paythru’s 
existing cashless parking platform used for its ANPR Autobilling, Parking 
Permits and Pay-to-Park products. A new API handles communications with 
the mobile applications, and further development provides management 
of the electric vehicle chargers and their associated tariffs etc.

The platform uses the same storage structure for user data as the 
existing parking platform, allowing user registration in the same way 
as web-based parking products. In the future, omni-channel services 
may be available on both websites and within the mobile app.

Since the app also shares the same underlying platform as Paythru’s 
cashless parking platform, we can also consider creating hybrid applications 
that allow users to pay for parking and electric vehicle charging.

1.0 Introduction
Background
Paythru’s mobile application and service 
solution lets drivers of electric vehicles 
locate electric vehicle chargers, view a 
charger’s availability status (and other 
information), control the charger, 
and seamlessly pay for its use.

This document describes the features and 
functionality of the mobile application.
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App deployment
Users download the app from Apple’s ‘Appstore’ (for 
iOS) or Google’s ‘Play Store’ (for Android).

Paythru aims to deploy differently branded versions of the 
app as required by clients. Whilst the core application code 
will remain the same, the content and styling will change to 
provide branded versions on the applications stores.

Whenever the core code is updated, new versions of each 
branded app will be uploaded to the application store allowing 
users to download the latest version of their app.

To date, Paythru has deployed two branded 
versions of the app to the app stores.

 

2.0 Product Features & Specification

Navigation
The primary navigation menu is at the bottom of the user 
interface and is available permanently (except when an input is 
required by the user). The navigation menu provides links to:

• Charge (used for locating chargers and starting charging sessions)

•  Account (used for registration, account management, 
vehicle management, payment card management, 
notification management and other settings)

• Sessions (used for viewing details of active and historic charging sessions)

• Help (used to view help, support, contact and legal information)

Registration and account management
By default, the app can be used by guest users and registered 
users alike. Guest users can use the service without having to 
register an account first. This feature accommodates the Alternative 
Fuels Infrastructure Regulations that state that publicly accessible 
charge points must be available with no pre-registration…

“Examples of acceptable ad-hoc access provisions:”

“Online payment through webpage browser or mobile phone app 
that does not require prior registration to access the recharging 
point such as a guest payment option to ‘pay as you go’.”

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/817044/
alternative-fuels-regulations-2017-guidance.pdf

NAVIGATION MENU

Create account

The create account page allows users to create an account by providing their profile and
communication details (to be agreed). Users must complete all details to successfully create and
account.

(Click Name, Email address, Mobile number, Address or Set password or Done to continue)
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Guest users
When the app is downloaded for the first time by a user, there 
is no requirement to provide any personal, vehicle or payment 
data. When attempting to start a charging session, they have the 
option to enter their vehicle registration so it is recorded against 
the charging session for reference. Vehicle registrations entered 
are also automatically stored for guest users, avoiding them 
having to enter it again for subsequent charging sessions.

Where necessary we can mandate the requirement to 
enter the vehicle registration number. This can be used (for 
example) where it may be necessary to forward the vehicle 
registration details to a parking enforcement agency.

Guest users must also enter their payment card information before 
they can start a charging session. Guest user’s payment cards are 
stored temporarily for the duration of the session and are deleted 
immediately afterwards. Guest users must therefore enter their 
payment card information every time they start a charging session.

The app records details of each charging session that the guest 
user starts. If the user later decides to register an account, the 
records of all previous charging sessions (and other settings) are 
migrated to the new account, so the user does not lose any data.

A ‘forget me’ button is available to guest users with any data stored 
that, when used, deletes all data associated with the user from 
the app. Data deleted is lost forever and is not recoverable.

Guest users wishing to migrate their account to a new 
device or use their account on more than one device 
are required to register an account to do so. 

Registered users
Registration

Users choosing to register an account are required 
to provide the following information:

• Email address

• Password

Each branded version of the app may also require the following information:

• Name  

 – First name

 – Surname

• Mobile number

 – Country code (drop down list)

 – Mobile number

• Address

 – Address line 1

 – Address line 2 (optional)

 – Town/City

 – County/State (dropdown list / optional)

 – Postal code

ACCOUNT REGISTRATION FORM

Create account

The create account page allows users to create an account by providing their profile and
communication details (to be agreed). Users must complete all details to successfully create and
account.

(Click Name, Email address, Mobile number, Address or Set password or Done to continue)
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Email	address	/	mobile	number	verification
Email addresses and mobile phone numbers provided are verified 
within the registration process. Immediately after entry, a six-
digit numeric code is sent the user (by email for email address, 
and by SMS for the mobile number). This code must be entered 
correctly before the user may continue the registration process. 
The code may resent on request two additional times.

Vehicle management
Vehicle information is not requested during the registration 
process but may be added separately either before or 
after registration. Any vehicles added before registration 
become associated with the newly created account.

Payment card management
Payment card information is also not requested during the registration 
process but may be added once registration is complete. Any number of 
payment cards may be added to the user’s account. No checks are made to 
ensure each payment card is unique. A user could therefore unintentionally 
add the same payment card twice. When new payment cards are added to 
a user’s account, a low value (or zero value) preauthorisation transaction 
is conducted to ensure the card details were provided accurately.

Profile	updates
Registered users may edit their profile at any time their device is 
connected to the internet. Editing their email address or mobile number 
triggers a new code to be sent to them for verification purposes. 
The update only takes effect if the code is entered correctly.

Logging in and logging out
A button is available to logged in registered users allowing them 
to log out whenever they choose. Once logged out, a log in 
button allows the user to log in again. This process may be used 
to log in to another device. Please note that a connection to the 
internet must be available for the user to log in or out.

Vehicle management
Adding a vehicle (by a registered user or a guest user) 
requires entry of the following information:

• Country of registration (dropdown list)

• Vehicle registration 

• Vehicle description

Once added, vehicles may be deleted. After deletion, 
the vehicle registration continues to appear against any 
historical charging session that it was associated with.

The vehicle description of a vehicle may also be edited. It is 
not possible to update the vehicle registration number.
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Charging network integration
The app can connect to various charging networks. The platform uses 
Paythru’s REAP platform for connectivity to the charge station management 
system for each network that should be made available. To date, REAP 
has been integrated with two charge station management systems.

Each charge station management system is likely to differ in its 
capabilities and functionality. For example, one charge station 
management system expects third parties (such as us) to store 
details of the entire network and pushes information about new or 
updated chargers to us as they occur. Another may depend on us to 
request the details of the current network as and when required.

Each integration may therefore affect the responsiveness of the 
app, and the information available against each charging station.

Network nodes
The platform can handle three different types of 
node on the charging station network:

• Socket (aka connector)

• Charger (aka EVSE, charge point, charging station)

• Location (aka charging location)

A socket is the actual charge port that a driver connects their vehicle 
to and is what the app must command to initiate a charging session.

A charger is the physical device in which the socket is housed, and a charger 
may however have more than one socket (e.g., an AC socket and a DC 
socket). Only one socket on each charger may be used at any one time.

A ‘charging location’ is a virtual concept: it is used to group a collection 
of chargers together when they are near one another. A location 
is used when it may be more appropriate for a user to select the 
location on the app’s map first before then selecting the charger/
socket they wish to use. (Locations are optional and may not be 
available within all charge station management systems).
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Data transfer
The data exchanged between the app and the stage 
station management system is generally as follows:

•  Charge station network information and availability 
status (socket/charger/location)

• Commands to start, stop (and possibly reserve) charge station sockets

• Session information (details of ongoing charging sessions)

•  Charge detail records (information regarding 
completed/historic charging sessions)

• Tariff information (price e.g., per kWh that should be charged)

Some charge station management systems may offer the exchange 
of other data to support concepts such as user profile (affecting 
the maximum current or pricing tariff that may be offered to a 
specific user group), or the management of RFID tokens. Paythru 
currently has no plans to support these additional concepts.

While the exchange of tariff information may be used to determine the 
price that a user should pay for using a charging station, this remains a 
configurable option. Some clients may prefer that the tariff is centrally 
managed within the charge station management system and must 
therefore be communicated to the platform. Others may prefer the 
tariff to be managed within Paythru’s platform as this will be developed 
to allow the combination of both charging and parking components.

Charging process
The charging process begins by the user selecting ‘Charge’ in the 
navigation bar of the app. This directs the user to a page displaying 

• A map

• A search box

• A QR code scanner button
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Map
The map is generated using the MapBox mapping API. The 
map is navigated using swipe and pinch gestures. Initially, the 
map shows the user’s own location (provided the user has 
accepted that their location may be shared with the app).

The map displays two different types of icon to indicate the presence 
of chargers. Individual chargers are represented by this icon:

 

Locations where one or more chargers are clustered 
together are represented by this icon:

 

The colour of the icon represents the state of the 
charger (available/occupied etc.) as follows:

       

 Occupied  Faulty Offline Location with 
 charger charger charger mixed occupancy

Tapping on the icon launches the charger drawer displaying 
further information regarding the charger or location selected.

The charger drawer shows the following information where available:

• Name of Charger or Location

• Address of charger or location

• Photo of charger or location

• Location information (i.e., opening hours / height restrictions etc.)

• Tariff information (human readable tariff information)

• Status of sockets at charger or location

• Socket type of sockets at charger or location

• Maximum charge capacity of sockets at charger or location

• Buttons to select sockets

MAP PAGE

Map

The map page shows a Mapbox map initially centred on the user's location and indicates the location
and availaibility of EV charge points.
Clusters of multiple charge points should be indicated by a different icon (not shown here).

(Click search box, topmost icon oe QR code icon to continue)
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Search 
When the search box within the map is tapped, the user is taken to the List 
page which also contains a search box. Focus is applied to the search box, 
so if the user continues to type, search results are rendered immediately.

The list of search results includes text matches for both chargers and 
locations as well as places and points of interest on the map. Users 
may therefore enter a search term such a ‘London’. This renders search 
results containing the phrase ‘London’, which a user may select. 

Selecting a place or point of interest returns the user to 
the map centred on the selected place. The user may 
then continue navigating the map from there.

Selecting a charger or location from the list of search results returns the 
user to the map centred on the selected charger or location. The charger 
drawer is displayed automatically, without the user having to tap the icon.

Recent chargers
The List page features a button that, when tapped, reveals a list 
of the recent chargers used. The list is displayed in the order in 
which each charger was used, with the most recent at the top.

Favourite chargers and locations
The List page features a button that, when tapped, reveals a list 
of the chargers and locations the user has marked as ‘favourites’. 
All lists displayed on the List page indicate a ‘star’ icon against 
each charger and location in the list. When the star icon is tapped, 
the charger or location is marked as one of the user’s favourites 
and features in the list of favourite chargers and location.

Nearby chargers and locations
The List page features a button that, when tapped, reveals a list of 
chargers and locations near the user’s current location (provided that the 
user has granted permission to share their location with the app). The 
list is displayed in the order of distance, with the nearest at the top.

QR code scanner
The map features a button in the bottom left had corner that, when 
tapped, launches a QR code scanner. If the user has not used this 
feature before the app may request permission to use the device’s 
camera which must be accepted to use the QR code scanner.

The QR code scanner continues waiting for a valid QR code to be presented 
in the centre of the camera’s frame. Once a valid QR code is scanned, the 
app checks if a there is a charger on the network with the same ID as the 
value scanned in the QR code. If there is, the user is directed back to the 
Map page centred on the charger, and the charger’s drawer automatically 
presented. If no charger is found with the same value as in the QR code, 
an error message is displayed, and the user is returned to the Map page.

SEARCH PAGE

Search

The search results update in real time as user types. Results are either charge points or places.
Tapping a charge point row will return the user to the map with the appropriate charge point selected.
Tapping a place will return the user to the map with a place marker and no charge point selected.

(Click list or Cancel to continue - place marker not currently shown)
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Selecting an available socket
Once the desired charge point has been found, the charger 
drawer can be expanded to reveal the socket selection buttons. 
The user must tap the socket that they wish to use.

At this point, the vehicle should usually be connected to the 
socket. When the vehicle is connected the icon on the map 
indicates that the charger is occupied, whilst the socket selection 
button remains available as the session has not yet started.

Tapping the socket selection button navigates 
the user to the Start Session page.

Starting a session
The Start Session page requires the user to confirm 
the details of the session are all correct. 

Firstly, they must confirm that the socket they have selected is correct. 
If it is not, they must return to the map and select another socket.

Next, they must confirm their vehicle. Guest users and registered 
users with vehicles associated with their account must select one of 
their previously registered vehicles or choose to add a new one.

Guest users or registered users without any vehicles may 
optionally add a vehicle at this point if they wish to associate a 
vehicle with the charging session. Chargers may be configured 
to mandate the entry of vehicle details where necessary.

The user must then confirm the payment card that should be used to pay 
for the charging session. Guest users must enter the card number and 
expiry date each time their attempt to start a new session. Registered 
users who have payment cards associated with their account may 
select one if their registered cards or enter a new card if they prefer.

If all the above details are correct, the user may confirm by 
tapping the start session button. They are then requested 
to enter the security code for the payment card. 

A preauthorisation transaction is then processed covering the maximum 
amount that the customer may be charged. If the transaction is 
successful, an instruction is sent to the charger (via the charge station 
management system) to commence charging. This process may take a 
few seconds to complete. An icon displays indicating that the user should 
wait. Once the charging session has commenced, the user is directed 
to the Active Sessions page where the session may be monitored.

CHARGER DRAWER (EXPANDED)

Select

Expanding the location drawer reveals the booking buttons. This interface may need to change as we
must potentially accommodate many more charge points at each location. 

(Tap one of the buttons to continue)
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Charging sessions 
Tapping the ‘Sessions’ button in the app’s navigation bar directs the 
user to the Session History page. Charging sessions on the session 
history are divided into two categories – active sessions and ended 
sessions. Two buttons allow toggling between each of these lists.

Active sessions
The active session list on the Session History page lists the session 
that is currently in progress. Against each session displayed 
in the list, the user can view the following information:

• The socket in use

• The vehicle registration and description (where provided)

• The date that the charging session started

•  The duration of the session so far (the duration 
continues to update while viewed)

• The total kWh of the session consumed so far

• The status of the socket (charging / not charging)

Although the duration continues to update in real-time, the other values 
such as kWh consumed only update every few minutes. The device must 
be connected to the internet for these values to update successfully.

Chargers may be configured to allow the user to remotely stop 
the charge (where this feature is available from the charge station 
management system). Where remote stop is available, a stop button 
is presented withing the active session record. Once stopped, a 
session may not be restarted. Stopping the charge does not terminate 
the session, as the price of the session may be dependent on the 
time that the vehicle is connected to the charger. The session is only 
terminated when the vehicle is disconnected from the charger.

Ended sessions
The ended session list on the Session History page lists the 
sessions that have ended. Against each session displayed in 
the list, the user can view the following information:

• The socket when the vehicle was charged

• The vehicle registration and description (where provided)

• The date that the charging session started

• The cost of the session

Tapping each record on the ended session list navigates the user to a 
page providing additional information regarding each charging session.

SESSIONS PAGE (ACTIVE SESSIONS)

Active Sessions

The active tab of the charging sessions screen presents the details of any active charging sessions in
progress. The page dynamically shows the duration of the session and (where available) will show the
energy consumed (this figure may have to be requested on demand). Tapping a record will present
more information about the session (not included in this prototype) and where necessary will present an
option to remotely stop the session. When a session is in progress a 'badge' will also be displayed by
the Charging Sessions icon in the navigation.

(Click Ended to continue)
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Session detail
The Session Detail page provides details about ended charging 
sessions. The page provides the following information:

• The socket when the vehicle was charged

• The vehicle registration and description (where provided)

• The total kWh consumed during the charging session

• The date that the charging session started

• The total duration of the charging session

• The payment card used to pay for the session

•  The cost of the session including a breakdown of 
the components making up the charge

A button is also available to registered user on this page that when 
tapped at sends a copy of the receipt to the user by email.

Notifications
The user may optionally subscribe to notifications in the app. Notifications 
are available (when configured) using push, email, and SMS channels. (SMS 
notifications are only available in deployments of the app where the account 
registration is configured to capture the user’s mobile phone number.)

The following notifications are available for the user 
to subscribe via each available channel:

Charge session terminated
If the user subscribes to the ‘charge session terminated’ notification, 
they receive a notification whenever they terminate a charging 
session (disconnect the vehicle from the charger). The notification 
also contains a link to the Summary page of the session concerned, so 
the user may view the cost of the session and kWh consumed etc.

Vehicle fully charged
The ‘vehicle fully charged’ notification is sent to the user when 
the charge station management system indicates the that 
the vehicle is fully charged. This notification is only available 
when the charge station network supports this feature.

Status updates (favourites)
Users subscribing to the ‘status updates’ notification receive a 
notification when the status of any of the chargers they have 
marked as favourites changes. This may be useful information - 
for example if a user commonly shares an on-street charger with 
neighbours and would like to know when it becomes available.

SESSION DETAIL PAGE

Sessions

The detail page displays more information about a charging session, and allows the user to demand a
receipt by email. If the user is a guest user, a message will be displayed advising the user theat they
must register an account to request a receipt.

(Click Back to continue)
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Help and Support pages
The app supports several pages of content that may be used to 
help and support the users. The following pages are supported:

• User guide

• FAQs

• Contact us

• Terms and conditions

• Privacy Policy

The content of each of these pages may be managed remotely.

Launching the app using QR codes and NFC tags
The app supports deep linking using Google’s Firebase service. 
Each branded version of the app is associated with a domain 
with A records of the DNS pointed to Firebase. When a URL of 
the domain is requested from a device with the app installed, 
Firebase launches the app on the appropriate page.

QR codes and NFC tags may therefore be produced for 
specific chargers that, when scanned, launch the app 
on the Map page with the charger selected.

Please note that iOS devices do not natively scan NFC tags. Further 
development is required for NFC scanning to be available on iOS device.

Email: hello@paythru.com

Paythru Ltd. 5th Floor,  
14-16 Dowgate Hill, 
London, EC4R 2SU

Please contact us for 
more information about 
Paythru’s range of services
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